
Task List
1. CHECK-IN and copy tonight’s HW.
2. Take out your Two Sides of Andrew 

Jackson

Objective
- Examine Andrew Jackson’s life story, 

including his early life, interests, 
marriage, and road to the White House

- Read & take notes on…
- 10.2 (p.326-331) - due Thurs, Jan 30
- 10.3 (p.332-335) - due Tues, Feb 4

- Age of Jackson Test - Thurs, Feb 7

Homework



*SABRINA COLEMAN $862 *AVA BLASEY $165 SOFIA HEIL $115 NICK HAUGHT $20
*GIADA PITZARELLA $682 *SHANE WILLIAMS $160 EVA CIBRONE $110 SOPHIA GHOBRIAL $20

*SKYLER GAUDIO $658 *CHRISTOPHER LINK $160 LAYLA HENSON $100 HANNAH GHOBRIAL $20
*AVA AVAMPATO $600 *KAITLYN DEVINE $157 AMANDA DOTY $100 BENNETT LEWIS $20

*LAINEY CARUSO $345 *NICK MCCULLOUGH $155 ADDIE PETROVICH $90 ESTEFANO ASCENCIO $20
*CAT OLSON $307 *MADI RENDA $155 STELLA MANHOLLAN $73 RANIYA MAJUMDAR $15

*ADDIE PIROSKO $300 *MAX RENDA $153 AVA MALONI $70 ELIANA BECK $5
*WES ALOISE $280 *THEA MAHRAMAS $151 

1
ELLIE GAMBILL $60 ALYSA COLLIE $5

*ANNA BRUNETTE $261 *BEN PRICE $150 LUKE FAGAN $55 WYATT JOHNSON $3
*ALLY CHEN $256 *OLIVIA KOUCOMARIS $150 ALLIE KAYLOR $52 MARINA KUNZ $3

*JAKE SCHLIEPER $246 *BRENNAN PHILLIPS $150 
1

LILIAN GRAYBILL $51 VICTORIA TORNATORE $3
*JOSH DRAKE $241 *WILL SCHAFER $150 *MRS. BROWN* $50 MATT OPFER $2

*ASHLEY TORNATORE $196 IAN HINDMAN $131 JOEY AKER $35 CHRIS MCCAY $2
*LINSIE MCNALLY $191 SYLVIA MARTZ $130 DINO D’ARRIGO $30 GRACE PARISI $2

*AVA BLASEY $165 MAURA MCCABE $120 SOPHIA GUNA $25 IZZY MILLER $1
*SHANE WILLIAMS $160 LILY HETZLER $120 MRS. SMITH $20 RYLYNN ABBIATICI $1

*LINSIE MCNALLY $191 WINSTON DEEM $115 TOTAL:  	$9,075

TEAM SALK PLEDGEleaderboard



PERSONAL - Duel with Charles Dickinson

- Dickinson calls Jackson a  
“worthless scoundrel, poltroon,  
and coward” in newspaper over debt  
owed on a horse race

- Jackson challenges him to a duel  
after Dickinson insults his wife’s  
honor.
- Dickinson shoots first - hits  

Jackson in chest (1 inch from  
his heart)

- Jackson takes aim, misfires on first shot, hits 
Dickinson’s chest on second shot
- Dickinson dies of his wounds
- Only man Jackson ever killed in a duel.



CAREER - Military

- War of 1812
- Battle of Horseshoe Bend

- Adopts two Native American 
children
- Theodore - dies in 1814
- Lyncoya - dies in 1828 of 

tuberculosis
- Battle of New Orleans

- Becomes “America’s Hero”
- First Seminole War



CAREER - Election of 1824

- Ran as a Democratic-Republican 
vs. John Quincy Adams, William 
Crawford, and Henry Clay
- Won popular vote and electoral 

vote, but not enough to win  
                presidency  
                outright

- House of  
Representatives decides among top 
3 winners

- Henry Clay and John Quincy Adams 
make “corrupt bargain”

- Jackson loses election



CAREER - Election of 1828

- Filled with personal attacks,  
name-calling, and mud-slinging

- “negative campaigning”
- Adams was called an  

“aristocrat”
- Jackson was called “hot-  

tempered, ill-equipped, military chieftain”
- Jackson wins

- Chooses John C. Calhoun for 
VP

- Considered a victory for 
the common people



PERSONAL - Rachel

- Critics relentlessly insulted 
her honor
- Overwhelmed with stress

- Suffered two heart 
attacks

- Died one month before 
Jackson’s inauguration
- Jackson blamed 

reporters
- Buried on Christmas 

Eve in the garden



CAREER - Jackson’s Inauguration

- Thousands of “common people” showed up to 
celebrate

- Jackson opened the White House to them
- Had cake, ice cream, punch,  

and cheese
- Walked on furniture,  

stood on chairs,  
broke china,  
tore drapes, etc.

- President had to escape  
through window

- “These are my people!”



Changes in Politics: Caucus vs. Nominating Convention

- Pre-1830s  

- The most powerful 
members in a political 
party would discuss and 
decide who will be 
their political 
candidate.

CAUCUS NOMINATING CONVENTION

- 1830s-today  

- Each party holds a 
convention where 
delegates from all 
states discuss and 
decide who will be 
their political 
candidate.


